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Here’s a fact; marketing videos are extremely effective marketing tools if they’re

created correctly.

At Epic Video Factory we should know, we’ve created hundreds of them!

Conversely, if you create a ‘bad’ video, you could potentially harm your business

more than help it.

In the Perfect Pitch 5-Step Marketing Video GuidePerfect Pitch 5-Step Marketing Video Guide we’re going to show you

the 5 Steps you need to follow in order to create an excellent, persuasive and

profit-making marketing video.

Along the way you’ll also get Tips about what works, what doesn’t, and how to

know the difference.

So clear your slate for about 10 minutes, clear your mind of all the

misconceptions you have abut video marketing, and let’s get started!

Darnell Moses | Director of Video Production | Epic Video Factory

Introduction
Are you hitting a brick wall with your video marketing efforts?

Is coming up with a great idea, a persuasive script and a potent call-
to-action giving you a gigantic headache?

If creating a brand-building, sales-creating, profit-producing
marketing video (or several of them) is more than you can handle
alone…

You need the Perfect Pitch 5-Step Marketing Video GuidePerfect Pitch 5-Step Marketing Video Guide.



This is where the biggest mistake is usually made; an unclear, unfocused

message. Whether funny or deadly serious, if viewers don’t know specifically how

your product or service can help them once your video ends, it won’t get the

results you need.

Many business owners try to cram every single tiny detail into their video, when a

simple but focused message works so much better.

A great example is a restaurant with incredibly delicious food. But, instead of

focusing on that, their video focuses on their opening hours, extra parking, the

ambiance of their dining room, the comfortable seating and blah, blah, blah.

Note to self; people don’t go to a restaurant because they have lots of parking,

they go for a truly delicious meal.

TakeawayTakeaway - Narrow your message down to 1 or 2 specific things you want
viewers to know, and forget about the rest. Once they’re a customer, they’ll find
out.

Step #1 - Focus on your
specific MESSAGE
You must know EXACTLY what you want potential customers to take
away from watching your video.



These 2 videos will give you a better idea about focusing on a specific message;

Step #1 - Focus on your
specific MESSAGE
(examples)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7FIvfx5J10
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wac3aGn5twc


A good story can grab someone's attention, press their emotional buttons and

create an affinity for your product or service that persuades them to take action.

Look at what you’re selling from the eyes of a typical customer and tell a story

that you know will resonate with them.

If you sell alarm systems don’t talk about how loud they are, tell a story about a

mother who’s worried about her family, and how the alarm system let’s her sleep

well at night knowing her family is safe and secure.

(By the way, if you and your staff can’t write a great story, you need to find a

Script writer who can.)

Takeaway Takeaway -Tell a great story and people will remember your brand much longer.

The one who wrote the Script for this video did, we think you’ll agree, a great

job;

Step #2 - Tell a STORY
Human beings love stories. Give them a good one, and they’ll beat a
path to your door.

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4vkVHijdQk


If your company manufactures baby strollers you have a very specific audience;

young parents. The last thing you want to do is try to appeal to seniors,

teenagers or any other market segment, but that’s the mistake many make when

creating a marketing video.

The reason is simple; they don’t know their audience (i.e. target market) as well

as they should, so they try to create a video that appeals to everyone.

What happens instead is that they appeal to no one, and get results to match.

Takeaway Takeaway - Know your audience and craft your marketing video to appeal to
them specifically.

The audience for this next video is very specific; men looking for a great shave at

a low price;

Step #3 - Know your
AUDIENCE.
You need to truly know your exact target market so that you can
appeal directly to them, their needs and their emotions.

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUG9qYTJMsI


This is kind of a no-brainer, but of course not every product or service can be

sold with a joke or a cute little puppy.

Many can however and, if your product or service is one of them, and you can

make people laugh or make them feel good inside, your results will be excellent.

Takeaway - Takeaway - Funny sells, and so does cute and cuddly, so use them if you can.

This marketing video combined funny and cute. It was rewarded with over 6.4
million views and was the most shared marketing video of 2015;

Step #4 - FUNNY and CUTE
SELLS
People like to be entertained and have a good laugh. They also love
cute and cuddly anything. Make them laugh or feel warm and fuzzy
inside and they’ll reward you with profits.

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnVuqfXohxc


Many businesses make the mistake of thinking that they need to say everything
about their business in their marketing video. (See Step #1)

The problem is that, with today’s short attention spans, consumers simple won’t

sit still (or watch a video) for very long. If yours is too long, they’ll click away and

your results will not be as good as you hoped.

Takeaway Takeaway - Keep your video as short as you can, so that viewers stay to see the
entire message.

This marketing video from Geico shows the power of a well-crafted and very

short video. (It also happens to combine a FOCUSED MESSAGE and great

STORY with a FUNNY, CUTE animal, and it knows it’s AUDIENCE very well);

Step #5 - Keep it SHORT
Today’s consumer simply doesn’t have the patience. Keep your
marketing video short or it will run out.

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s3C1him6Lk


Call Us Today
So there you have it. 5 Steps to
creating a potent, powerful and

persuasive Marketing Video that will
brand your products and services,

create an affinity among consumers
and help sell whatever it is you’re

selling.

We hope you found the Perfect PitchPerfect Pitch
5-Step Marketing Video Guide5-Step Marketing Video Guide

helpful and informative. If you have
questions about your next marketing
video, Epic Video Factory is ready to

help. 

www.epicvideofactory.com

CONTACT US TODAY
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